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Foreword
The forces governing the “rights” and the conflicting interests of the earth and 
the sea in the relationship between gea and thalassa is an age-old conflict: a physi-
cal and literary topos mediated by a lingua franca, made of stone and of different 
civilizations. We are obviously talking about the Mediterranean city 1. 
Cosmogony and hierophany, handed down in traditional and pre-modern cul-
tures, show the intimate link between Cosmos and Chaos2, whose intensity and 
permanence have permeated the lives, the customs and the visual and spatial ex-
periences of Mediterranean populations3.
In the Mediterranean, two cultures met and clashed. They had experienced 
the sea from vastly different perspectives due to their diverse approaches and 
mindsets. Even Hesiod, in The Theogony, recalls how Pèlagos, plaga (lat.), i.e. ‘water 
plane’, is an expanse “without sweet union of love”4.
“Sea”, where the deity appears as a terrifying threat to Man. The ancient Medi-
terranean sea gods show indifference, or even more often are hostile towards 
activities carried out on the sea or on its shores. At the height of its development 
and domination of maritime trade, the Greek-Mycenaean civilization venerated 
the cult of Poseidon [ποσειδῶν], numen of sea and horses. At first superior even 
to Zeus, he transformed himself into a god of conflict, having lost his primacy 
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in the Cosmos. His resentful and wicked nature toward humans is revealed in 
outbreaks of chthonic elements and forces: his epithet was έ(ν)νοσίγαιος (“earth 
shaker”), cause of earthquakes and cataclysms. Although known by a different 
name in the Mediterranean5, the god of the sea showed a common trait in his 
hot-tempered and greedy temperament, placated and satisfied only by sacrifices 
and festivals [Geroèstie] in his honour6. 
1. Forests, freshwater, brackish water
The Indo-European civilisation established a mediate, wakeful and suspicious 
relationship with the sea. In proto-history and in the Iron Age, settlements ap-
pear totally detached within the territory, and mostly developed by lakes, rivers 
or lagoons7. 
For a long time, sheep-farming and forestry formed the basis of the economy. 
Agriculture played a marginal role compared to more lucrative activities such as 
fishing and hunting. The Italic territory of the Po Valley and its foothills and of 
the Apennines had a wealth of energy and food resources. 
It is clear how, from an ethno-cultural perspective, the preferred location for 
settlements and for religious worship was close to rivers, ponds and springs with 
cattle water. In the popular imaginary, evidence of hierophantic influences in-
tensified in these places8. The Furrina/Feronia/Foris cult refers to the gathering of 
nymphs and favourable female deities.9
Also the Italic deities – attributed to the cult of the sea at a later date – emerged 
in the world of forests, along rivers and around wells10. This intimate link be-
tween earth and sky, between divine and human affairs took place in the sacred 
lucus grove, literally “glade where the sunlight shines”, in an uncertain and mysteri-
ous dimension, where anything is possible. In the ancient region of Lazio, Consus 
was the chthonian god that ruled the awakening of the Earth and the fertility of 
living things: later on, he was known as Neptunus equestris, ‘protector of horses’, 
in the festivals held in his honour in July (Neptunalia), on the banks of the Tiber. 
In the same way, the Etruscan Nethuns can be traced back to Indo-European roots 
*neph, i.e. that which is humid, wet (or that wets)11.
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2. Mediterranean city: settlement and port system. 
A controversial relationship
The particular nature of the Mediterranean climate  — in an environment poor in 
resources  — on the one hand encourages peopling and settlement, while on the 
other conditions and constantly limits expansion. The Greeks of the islands and 
of the Peloponnese were forced to emigrate or condemned to hardship: hence 
“the sea route” was the only possible option to escape the permanent unrest of 
city-states, ostracism and exile [φυγή]. The journey [πορεία] is a mythical dimen-
sion which leads to colonial establishment [ἀποικία]13.
Historia [ιστορία] literally means “visual inspection”, which fits perfectly into 
the πορεία experience as a way for individuals and groups to obtain goods and 
seize opportunities by leaving the fatherland. It represents a risky and unpredict-
able situation, which requires attention and prudence, fearlessness and forti-
tude, as in the case of  the ‘lookout’, the sentry who is responsible for the safety of 
the ship, the watchful observation of the guide and of the sentinel. 
Likewise, the narration [έπος] of the sailor/warrior  — subject to poetic altera-
tion by the poet – constantly encounters and challenges the strict codification of 
written constitution [πολιτεία], expressed as laws [νόμος] and rules [κανών]. The 
same conflict can be seen in the spatial structure of the polis, where the accepted 
and recognised order of the Hippodamian plan14 contrasts with the place of tem-
porary arrangement par excellence, the docks. 
This same arrangement can be found almost intact in the ancient urban 
structure of naples [Nea-Polis] where its footprint has remained intact over the 
years. Built “per strigas”, longitudinal “strips” similar to the agricultural terraces, 
the colonial city is organised in a series of orderly roads of the same size, which 
mark out long blocks made of two neighbouring building units linked together 
by ramps and stairs. The measurements of 3 plateiai and 20 stenopoi which fit per-
fectly with the hilly nature of the site can still be read15. A simple and effective sys-
tem which wholly reproduces ancient and medieval Mediterranean landscape, 
with a few variations and adjustments, due to orographical needs and features.
In this ‘kaos ordinato’ [arranged chaos] of the port , we again encounter the bel-
ligerent Ares [Άρης] ruling and protecting the activity16. Since the Archaic Age in 
the Hellenic culture, the city and the port were clearly separate formal and sym-
bolic units. The refined Greek linguistic articulation marks the distance between 
the place of the rules [πόλις] and the line of their disappearance [λιμήν]. 
This distinction is still present today in the toponymy of colonial settle-
ments17 in the same way as the ambiguous semantic proximity and assonances 
“Mars, Mars, bane of men, bloodstained | stormer 
of cities, may we not now leave the Trojans and 
Achaeans to|fight it out, and see to which of the 
two Jove will vouchsafe the |victory? Let us go 
away, and thus avoid his anger.” 
(Iliad,  Book V, 31-34)12
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between Greek and Latin, which is clearly due to the different reference environ-
mental conditions. The Greek description of the Adriatic world, in Virgil’s Aeneid, 
Book VI 18, depicts a place of cold vaporousness, threatening unsafety, and dem-
onstrate the difficulty of defining an unknown landscape of water and land in 
conventional terms and images. 
The peoples of the “Evening lands” were culturally backward with respect to 
the refined Greek culture but they had solid economic skills: they acted as inter-
mediaries in the trade of goods and foodstuff19 to their mutual advantage. They 
also proved willing and ready to embrace Mediterranean customs and rituals, 
with an a welcoming attitude to a new religious, symbolic and iconic universe20. 
The persistent nature of archaic “primary” silt constructions is demonstrat-
ed in both the layout of settlements and in the buildings of coastal Italic people 
throughout the entire Bronze Age. It is easy to guess that this was due to the pres-
ervation of lake sites and plane forests in the main part of the Po Valley area. This 
can be seen in the vegetal truss framework of large multi-dwelling huts of Terra-
mare in the Po Valley21 arranged in parallel rows of quadrangular houses, which, 
according to a plan not dissimilar to the Greek one, faces North-South along an 
orthogonal axis. 
These entities were socially organized into patriarchal forms and family 
groups enlarged to clans, which established intimate and intensive trade rela-
tions in a balanced system of farm culture and commercial trade, as well as cul-
tural contacts developed well beyond the Alps, across continental Europe, up to 
the Baltic Sea. In its primary form, this pattern appears again at the mouths and 
estuaries of the large rivers of the Po Valley, where residential and docking re-
quirements tend to coincide in the “dock-house”, [Ven.: teggia/tezza/tensa], the 
functional nature of which have been maintained in Venice and Chioggia in the 
Kontor houses characterized by the “Porta d’acqua” [Doors of water].
A comparative analysis of the term “port” is also interesting:  in Greek λιμήν 
[port, seaport] corresponds to the Latin portus [πορóσ, ‘ford’]. In the latter, the 
reference to the river environment, to locations where herds and wayfarers can 
easily cross is clear. Not unlike the organisation of the inner port, whose function 
is expressed as a ‘pass’, i.e. the use of ferry [porthms]. The symbolic value of cross-
ing water on boat is often recalled when identifying the ancient Po Delta with the 
Styx Marsh (lament river), a crossing to the Kingdom of Shades22.
The homophony of λιμήν with the Latin limen-limina is equally revealing, 
indicating the threshold, the principium, the access from a public place to a pri-
vate property, in any event a place of refuge and shelter23. The meaning of limes is 
completely the opposite, a fortified and guarded boundary translated into Greek 
with ὅρος [‘mountain ridge’]. These differences are not random. They are visible 
in the economic-political and cultural forces driving the slow and restorative 
continental rural world on river mouths. In this crossroads of flows, Italic tribal 
traditions interweave with the cultural vis of merchants.
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3. The ‘withdrawn sea’: an ancient story of underground ports 
and forgotten cities
The fortune of the settlements is influenced by the environment and by the 
strength and dynamism of its rivers. The renowned succession of hydro-geolog-
ical disasters in the Peninsula are part of a cycle of events, which over the centu-
ries, due to natural causes or human intervention have changed urban structures 
and coastal profiles.  Well-known examples of historic settlements of great inter-
est include the historical evolution of the inhabitants of the antique port cities 
of Hatria (Adria)24 and of Genua (Genoa), where the point of contact settlements 
conceived b y the Greeks and the Italians can be clearly seen. Developed at the 
mouths of an ancient branch of the Po and of the Bisagno25, early multicultural 
cultures managed to create and consolidate ante litteram intermodal trade hubs 
between waterways, the continent and Mediterranean shipping routes. 
Although the gradual siltation of the port of Adria led to the decline of mar-
itime trade, it did not obscure cultural prestige and civil pride;  this is true of 
Ravenna, which has continued a lively trade un until the present day26. However, 
these are rare examples: as demonstrated by the urban ups and downs of many 
Roman port cities  — Luni, at the mouth of Magra27, Hadriani (Ariano Polesine)28, 
Aquileia at Natissa29  — or other Mediaeval ones  — Pomposia in the abbatial insula 
between the Po of Volano and Primaro30  — which lost their economic functional 
importance due to hydro-geological instability or natural siltation. These are par-
tially extinct urban entities, which have been maintained through archaeological 
discoveries and to settlements of religious communities/institutions.
The Genoese case highlights the importance of the strategic-economic role 
of the port regardless of objective difficulties in maintaining maritime trade 
and functions. This is demonstrated by its continuous use  over the centuries, 
despite the  significant changes in the location of both infrastructure and settle-
ments31. Firstly, the abandonment of favourable natural sites, which tended to silt 
up (mouth of the Bisagno mouth), in favour of “open” coastal sites; sea beds free 
from deposits, although exposed to violent sea storms and in need of defence, 
were able to guarantee lower maintenance costs due to excavation.In Genoa and 
Trieste as well as in other ports built in the Pre-Roman era and developed in the 
Early Middle Ages, the construction of the Mandracium, genuine natura artificialis, 
was a good solution to enable populated settlements to thrive, where agricultural 
hinterlands were not able to meet the demand for food and thus were totally or 
partly dependant on external food supplies. The imperial Roman constructive 
sapientia, a sign of the continuity of τέχνη, made it possible to perform activities 
that for the most part were outdoors, at the mercy of the elements, although sub-
ject to adjustments and maintenance. It should be noted that it was only in the 
Late Middle Ages that urban settlements tended to move closer and sometimes 
to envelop the port as a sort of second foundational establishment of the city it-
self32, also deriving its prerogatives as regards  military defence. Communities 
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and their ports have often experienced separate and conflicting histories, clearly 
demonstrated by the urban ups and downs of Ligurian cities clinging to high 
grounds, far from the sea, plagued by hostile presence even well beyond the Mod-
ern Age33.
4. “Port”. Sense, sensibility, place
At the dawn of Roman civilization the Italic god Portumnus was the protector of 
river ports, of bridges, of fords and of water crossings in general. The cult of the 
god, son of Mater Matuta, “dawn goddess”34 (Aurora), is founded on the need for 
intercession and benevolence in order to boost economic prosperity and wealth 
in trade35. The ancient semantic persistence (ob Portunus) is reflected in the Ital-
ian language with the adjective “opportuno” [opportune] meaning “gaining an 
advantage, a favour”, and in its opposite.  In the old town, the contrast between 
economic spaces and holy places is clear: the archaic memory of Portuno merges 
with the later cult of Fortuna Virile. The ancient temple that stood in Rome close to 
the older Tibernius Port [Forum Boarium/Pons Aemilius]36. The fact that the port was 
a place where very diverse and sometimes marginal social groups would gather 
is demonstrated by the lengthy surrounding the construction of the temple37. 
The re-location of the imperial port to Hostia, at the mouth of the Tiber, dem-
onstrates the need, both functional and in terms of public order, to locate a vi-
tal infrastructure, although still problematic from a strategic, healthy and social 
point of view – as close as possible, but sufficiently far from places of power. The 
complex construction of the first port facilities (Harbour of Claudius, about 62 
BC) highlighted the engineering limitations of a site that was too exposed to sea 
storms, so much so that the construction of a second basin was needed (hexago-
nal Port of Trajan, 100-112 AD), much further back from the coast38. The fortunes 
of Ostiense are reflected in the birth, development and decline of a vibrating 
multicultural centre, which was totally dependent on the fortunes of the port 
infrastructure.
5. A typological interpretation of the Mediterranean city
An ontogenic interpretation of the city  — its development according to biological 
paradigms – ranges from the cultural archetypes of Western history to recent 
events in the debate on water-front facilities. In this perspective, we wish to high-
light how the Mediterranean city is a place where contradictions and conflicts 
that cannot be resolved elsewhere can be resolved: a digesting organism, where 
everything is transformed and “tout se tient”. 
In the Mediterranean city, the result of the settlement-port-emporium trinomi-
al, well identified urban structures and functional buildings maintained sepa-
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rate over time, are reproduced in an almost standardized way. Unlike what hap-
pens in cities on the mainland, their urban development, rather than settling “on 
the ground”, tends to: 
a. aggregate and grow in population in a space confined by the morphology of the 
site, similar to that which occurs to marine biological structures [reef city] 
through a mechanism of porous macro-organic concentration (as in the cities of 
Naples, Trieste, and Genoa). In this case, the traditional city partially evolves 
and renews its physical and social habitat, through the steady entrance  — and 
turnover — of heterogeneous and multicultural minorities and sometimes 
marginal groups;
b. “return to a sea-front position” [demotion effect] caused by a process of progres-
sive siltation of marine surfaces and progress of the coast line (as for Trieste); 
c. lose functional vitality [empty shell effect] through a purely conservatory mech-
anism of physical structures and weakening or extinction of the original ones 
(as for Venice or other towns in Liguria i.e. Portofino, Portovenere and Cinque 
Terre).
A case study: Androna Campo Marzio, Trieste
Interesting conclusions on urban development resulting from fluvial and mari-
time expanses of water can be drawn from the studycarried out on the apparently 
insignificant area of Androna Campo Marzio, in the city of Trieste39. As we know, 
this is an urban enclave, currently comprised of buildings for the service sector, 
previously used by Lloyd Adriatico and now the main location of the Faculty of 
Arts. The study, which has still not been published, chronicles the urban develop-
ment of the area of the ancient Lazzaretto based on descriptions in (or reconstruc-
tions of) the paintings of Pietro Kandler (1856)40. 
A complex network of economic-political choices underlying the construc-
tion, progress and modelling of Trieste’s shoreline, focused on the old Molo della 
Sacchetta emerges from the study. The process of topographic (and “topologic”) 
“re-modelling” of the site encompasses or better “colonizes” the hills and the wa-
terfront in a general extra-territorial expansion plan. The facilities for ‘isolation 
and care’ (the Lazzaretto) created on areas extracted from the sea (former saltpan) 
created the conditions for its military use (barracks) at first and then civil use 
(market). In the background, Trieste as a fundamental pawn in the balance of 
the European chessboard: a city compressed into a small territory, but with a vo-
cation and a strategic plan at continental level. Promises and aspirations which 
were  partially fulfilled and interrupted several times: this explains, but only par-
tially, the assumption and the failed “digestion” of marginal areas in the urban 
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fabric. The case of Androna Campo Marzio demonstrates its patchy but selective 
nature. 
We believe that here the line of λιμήν, the ”fault” or threshold takes shapes, 
that immaterial border separating settlements from the port system. These are 
precisely the conditions for the creation of the grey zone, the anti-city, resisting 
the assimilation of the urban logic tout court. Its specific nature today appears 
as a peculiarity to be safeguarded, rather than a singularity or marginality to 
be amended: keeping this tension alive means giving a fascinating and archaic 
world, the ambiguous and uncertain territory of Portumnus, the opportunity to 
survive.
Conclusions
Borrowing a fitting analogy from the biologist Ernst Haeckel41 (1834-1919), in the 
Mediterranean city very important disruptive processes have emerged or have 
become more conspicuous over the past century. They have undermined time-
honoured balances: in them, the artefacts and structures that are considered “ob-
solete” and thus “lacking” in urban competition, are destined to be removed and 
to be “swallowed up” by larger organisms or, in a best-case scenario, to slowly 
change their own identity and form. 
This phenomenon can be found for instance in the problems entailed in reus-
ing industrial or storage facilities, abandoned due to the loss of primary position 
with respect to the location of the docks. A case in point is the large military in-
frastructures of the Shipyards (Venice, Trieste, Barcelona, Valencia, Zadar etc.)42. 
The interface between port and city is in constant conflict43 and urban restora-
tion projects are rarely able to resolve or lessen the effects44 also in terms of the 
“security” currently required by maritime companies, at passenger terminals of 
Mediterranean port cities45. 
The “withdrawal” of the sea, namely the advancement of the coastline, is a 
natural phenomenon that is more or less accelerated by hydro-geological dynam-
ics, but that, in any event, is relentless. The build-up of fluvial sediments at the 
outlets and the subsequent coastal replenishment due to sea currents, continu-
ously re-design and model the coast. 
The increase of surfaces, which have emerged owing to natural or anthropic 
events, in urban frameworks and during the morpho-typological development 
of settlements, marks unsolved conflicts alternated with victories and losses 
between the various economic players. With respect to the past, now the conti-
nental world is stronger, more dynamic and pervasive than the maritime world, 
which has been in a state of decline and regress for at least a century. New water-
front infrastructure projects, if undertaken with determination and continuity, 
can achieve positive results, which can be transferred even to the most degraded 
building and social fabric. 
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The recovery of the Porto Antico di Genova can be compared, although to a lesser 
degree, to the regenerative work which entailed constructing a Large Library in 
the ancient port of Alexandria46. From many aspects, the urban phylogenesis of the 
case of Trieste is exemplary of urban events that took place with different inten-
sities and to different extents in the whole Mediterranean Basin. The example of 
Trieste provides evidence of a process of expansion developed at the expense of 
the sea, the  fate and direction of which could change very rapidly with climate 
changes. If the already “withdrawn” sea were to regain its original space, as has 
already happened in history, a large part of the constructions built by man on the 
coast and on inland areas that have been “reclaimed” over thousands of years by 
man and nature, would be submerged. Similarly, the sea could return to washing 
the shores of many ancient port cities, currently buried. 
Even today we can witness the devastating effects of rivers drained for ag-
ricultural irrigation. By reducing the flow of freshwater, especially during pro-
longed dry spells, saltwater is able to flow upstream towards the inland areas (a 
phenomenon known as “saltwater inclusion”)47. 
The Mediterranean port cities encompass countless tensions and contradic-
tions: the traditional ones due to global socio-cultural conflicts combine with the 
vulnerabilities generated by natural agents. A glance to the past helps us to seek 
good sense and careful planning even though we are looking at a future fraught 
with uncertainty.
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1.b
Mater Matuta and Portumnus
1.a
Gaia | Gea

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2.a
Ares | Mars
2.b
Neptunus | Poseidon (Neptune), Mosaic of 
Poseidon and his Sea-Chariot, Therm of Ostia
2.c
Feronia| Furrina, “Dea Agrorum 
et Inferorum”
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3.a
Tabula Peutingeriana, Luni
3.b
Tabula Peutingeriana, Aquileia | Tergeste
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4.a
Hatria, Regio X, Venetia et Histria
4.b
M. Wolgemut, W. Pleydenwurff, Genua, from: 
Schedel’schen Weltchronik, Nürnberg, 1493
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4.c
Neaples, Tavola Strozzi, 1472
5.a
Triest, City Map, 1913
5.b
Triest, Chiarbola Guardiella, 1890
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